
BLACK NOVEMBER

FREE iPad mini with kitchen orders*

Up to £1,400 cashback on NEFF appliances*

KITCHEN & BEDROOM
SALE

20% off selected sinks, taps and appliances*

SAVE up to 20% on selected fitted kitchens and bedrooms*

SAVE £450 on solid worktops*

BUY NOW, 
PAY LATER

*Terms & conditions apply. Please ask in store for further details on kitchen, bedroom, appliance, sinks, taps and worktop offers. We reserve the right to remove any 
offer or promotion as stocks are exhausted. Discounts are set against specific products, therefore not transferable to alternative products. Please ask in store for 
qualifying criteria for the free iPad mini. If the order is cancelled, the cost of the iPad, £399, will be deducted from the deposit.



20% off selected ranges from The Masterclass Collection*

10% off all other ranges in the The Style collection*

15% off selected ranges from The H Line Collection*

15% off selected ranges from The Style Collection*

Buy Now, Pay Later*
Why wait for your dream kitchen? Available on all fitted kitchens.

Sutton
Silk Flat Slab

H Line Sutton
Silk Flat Slab

Stretton
Silk Flat Slab

Linden
High Gloss Flat Slab

Westbury
Paint Effect 5 Piece Shaker

Wimbourne
Paint Effect 5 Piece Shaker

Lumina
High Gloss Flat Slab

H Line Lumina
High Gloss Flat Slab

Shelford
Silk 5 Piece Shaker

Marlborough
Silk Painted Shaker

BLACK NOVEMBER SALE - The Details

10% off all other ranges in the The H Line collection*

15% off all other ranges in the The Masterclass collection*

*Terms & conditions apply. Please ask in store for further details on kitchen, bedroom, appliance, sinks, taps and worktop offers. We reserve the right to remove any 
offer or promotion as stocks are exhausted. Discounts are set against specific products, therefore not transferable to alternative products. Please ask in store for 
qualifying criteria for the free iPad mini. If the order is cancelled, the cost of the iPad, £399, will be deducted from the deposit.



BLACK NOVEMBER SALE - The Details

20% off selected ranges from The Bedroom Collection*

15% off all other ranges in the The Bedroom collection*

Milton
Contemporary Shaker

Milan
Modern Flat Slab

FREE iPad mini with kitchen orders*

Receive a FREE iPad Mini with full 
kitchen orders over £12,000

A full kitchen order comprises of furniture, appliances, worktops, sinks and taps 

Kitchen must have a 10% deposit or above

Value of the iPad Mini will be deducted from deposit for any cancelled orders

iPad Mini will be sent out from Sigma 3 Kitchens Head Office

While stocks last

Can only be used with Black November Sale offers

*Terms & conditions apply. Please ask in store for further details on kitchen, bedroom, appliance, sinks, taps and worktop offers. We reserve the right to remove any 
offer or promotion as stocks are exhausted. Discounts are set against specific products, therefore not transferable to alternative products. Please ask in store for 
qualifying criteria for the free iPad mini. If the order is cancelled, the cost of the iPad, £399, will be deducted from the deposit.



BLACK NOVEMBER SALE - The Details

20% off selected sink and tap packs

Up to £1,400 cashback on NEFF appliances

3XCHR
WAS £1,323 

NOW £1,058 
SAVING £265

CWF
WAS £339 

NOW £272 
SAVING £68

455758
WAS £648 

NOW £518 
SAVING £130

453000
WAS £628 

NOW £471 
SAVING £157

455768
WAS £698 

NOW £559 
SAVING £140

453089
WAS £448 

NOW £358 
SAVING £90

453773
WAS £680 

NOW £544 
SAVING £136

450179
WAS £548 

NOW £439 
SAVING £110

452978
WAS £438 

NOW £350 
SAVING £88

450137
WAS £598 

NOW £478 
SAVING £120

453011
WAS £680 

NOW £544 
SAVING £136

454089
WAS £448 

NOW £358 
SAVING £90

452976
WAS £438 

NOW £350 
SAVING £88

453943
WAS £408 

NOW £326
SAVING £82

SCP
WAS £282 

NOW £225 
SAVING £56

CUBE
WAS £1,323 

NOW £1,058 
SAVING £265

VBK710WHC
WAS £461 

NOW £369 
SAVING £92

VBK720WHC
WAS £643 

NOW £515
SAVING £129

To qualify you must purchase a qualifying NEFF Oven and Hob as part of the kitchen 
purchase. The level of cashback awarded will be defined by the model class of the 
appliance purchased.

Please ask your designer for more information on qualifying appliance models.

CLAIM EXAMPLE 
N90 Oven & Venting Hob - £750 
N90 Coffee Centre             - £250 
Full Height N90 Fridge      - £250 
Full Height N70 Freezer     - £150

TOTAL                                 - £1,400 

*Terms & conditions apply. Please ask in store for further details on kitchen, bedroom, appliance, sinks, taps and worktop offers. We reserve the right to remove any 
offer or promotion as stocks are exhausted. Discounts are set against specific products, therefore not transferable to alternative products. Please ask in store for 
qualifying criteria for the free iPad mini. If the order is cancelled, the cost of the iPad, £399, will be deducted from the deposit.



20% off selected appliances*

BLACK NOVEMBER SALE - The Details

Save up to £450 on solid worktop installation

C17MR02N0B
WAS £1,009 
NOW £807 
SAVING £202

SLEEK 2.0 SS 60
WAS £509 

NOW £407 
SAVING £102

ERA STD 60
WAS £103 
NOW £83 
SAVING £21

SLEEK 2.0 SS 80
WAS £561 

NOW £448 
SAVING £112

ERA STD 80
WAS £117 
NOW £93 
SAVING £23

C1AMG84N0B
WAS £687 

NOW £550 
SAVING £137

N17HH10N0B
WAS £464 

NOW £371 
SAVING £93

S513G60X0G
WAS £465 

NOW £372 
SAVING £93

Wi3125
WAS £433 

NOW £346 
SAVING £87

Save £450 on installation of all Quartz, Granite and Dektop worktops

*Terms & conditions apply. Please ask in store for further details on kitchen, bedroom, appliance, sinks, taps and worktop offers. We reserve the right to remove any 
offer or promotion as stocks are exhausted. Discounts are set against specific products, therefore not transferable to alternative products. Please ask in store for 
qualifying criteria for the free iPad mini. If the order is cancelled, the cost of the iPad, £399, will be deducted from the deposit.


